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How  to  install  handrail
covers?
The  steps  to  installing  a  handrail  cover  have  never  been
easier. It does not matter whether you are a contractor or a
DIY enthusiast, with the right tools and a little time, you
will easily be able to install our handrails, no problem!

Items needed:

Measuring Tape
Pencil
Paper
Table Saw

Step 1: Measure to length

An essential part of this process is making sure you have
proper  measurements.  Using  your  favourite  measuring  tape,
measure each length of handrail and write down the dimensions.

Step 2: Cut to size

Before  you  cut  all  the  sizes  you  have  marked  down,  try
starting with one, small section first. You will want to lodge
an end piece of the wood railing into the underside section of
the vinyl handrail cover. Doing this will ensure a proper,
stable cut with your table saw. Once you have completed one
section  and  double-checked  the  dimensions  were  correct,
continue onto the next section.

Step 3: Installation
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Now that the measurements are done, the cutting is complete,
and you have checked one piece to ensure the measurements are
correct, you can start installing. Thanks to our friction fit
system, there are no nails or screws involved. Simply set the
handrail cover into place and apply pressure so it snaps onto
the wood. Once all the lengths are in place you can go around
and add end caps, connectors, and corner caps to complete the
cover.

Thanks to our rib system there will always be airflow inside
the handrail cover so the wood will not rot or succumb to the
elements. Plus, if that was not good enough, there is little
to no maintenance to our products! The vinyl handrail will
never fade in the sun, warp with the changing seasons, or need
a new coat of paint. Now that your handrail cover has been
applied you can sit back, relax, and enjoy the beautiful new
addition to your home!

The  Perfect  Ventilation
Accessories For Your Home

The  Perfect  Ventilation
Accessories For Your Home
All homes will need ventilation accessories, it is not only
required by building law but it makes for living in your home
a lot more comfortable. However, all homes will require their
own styles and functions. Living in the Greater Vancouver area
of British Columbia is a lot different than living in Phoenix,
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Arizona. What your home requires in Vancouver will not be the
same as the requirements of Phoenix.

That  being  said,  there  are  many  ventilation  accessories
available, some of which will be highlighted here. These can
include several different areas of your home. If you have a
basement, it will need a vent. If you have a ground floor, it
will need vents. And if you have an attic, it will also need
to be properly ventilated.

For basements, you will want to check out the 401 Basement
Vent.  It  is  an  excellent  addition  to  any  home.  The  401
Basement Vent is a surface mounting wall vent, which is ideal
for stucco or siding application. Basements are known to get a
little moldy, especially if they are partially underground. To
ensure your basement remains properly ventilated, you will
need the 401 Basement Vent.

For ground level, there are plenty of things already going on.
It is often the busiest area of the home. Of course, that does
not mean it does not need ventilation. The 301 Wall Vent is
perfect for ground level. It is designed for fresh air intake
for gas furnace, hot water tank, heaters, air conditioning,
and more.

For the attic, there are plenty of choices of beautiful gable
vents  available  here  at  VSA  Enterprises.  These  include
everything from the basic shapes of circles and rectangles to
more stylish designs such as octagon gable vents and cathedral
gable vents. There are plenty of other designs available in
our shop as well. Have a look and see what would make for a
wonderful addition to your home!
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Small  Gable  Vents  and  How
They Spice Up Your Home
A home requires accessories and a great place to start with
accessories  is  small  gable  vents.  They  are  functional,
stylish, and add a little extra character that your home.
Whether that is a triangle gable vent, octagon gable vent,
decorative gable vent, rectangular gable vent, or square gable
vent, your home will be pleased with the addition.

You can get small gable vents for sheds or small gable vents
for your home. Whatever you choose, they will help circulate
the air in your home. In winter, they keep the area cool so it
repels pests and ensures mold cannot survive, and in summer
they help regulate the air temperature.

How are they applied?

Gable vents, for the most part, are easily applied to any
number of materials including brick, wood, vinyl, hardy board,
or aluminium. The best products on the market will include
level lines to assist in the installation of the gable vent.
If you are a handy person, you can probably install the gable
vent yourself, but if you do not know what you are doing, you
will definitely want to call a contractor or a friend with the
skills necessary for the job.

What  types  of  material  are  they
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made from?
Gable vents come in a variety of materials available on the
market. Some of these include PVC gable vents, wood gable
vents, urethane gable vents, aluminium gable vents, or vinyl
gable vents. Different materials serve different purposes, and
it is important to do your research or call a professional
before making a decision. You will want the most suitable
design and the most suitable materials to match the aesthetics
of your home and give it that extra character it wants!

Here at VCA Enterprises we have all your ventilation accessory
needs under control! From the beautiful and basic round gable
vent to the stylish and eloquent cathedral gable vent, you
will raise the value of your home as well as add some extra
flare and function thanks to our state of the art designs!

Deck Railing Covers

Deck Railing Covers
Discover deck railing covers that put your mind at ease with
VSA Enterprises.

You have just bought or built a new home and everything’s
fresh. You love what is inside and love what is outside as
well. Yet when you step out of your door and look at the
pristine, unmarred, smooth deck railing of your backyard or
patio, an unbearable dread rises up inside of you. You are not
sure what the source of this is at first, seeing as how it has
hit you so hard and on such as glorious day as this, when
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everything that you think about should be happy and carefree.
But you realize it soon, if not after a few seconds, then
after a minute.

You realize that if you leave that deck railing as it is,
naked to the elements and the countless people that will touch
it, it will not stay a pristine, unmarred wonder of your
architecture, but becomes stained, cracked, and weathered. You
did not come into this home just to see it rot, and that is
why  deck  railing  covers  such  as  those  that  VSA
Enterprises offers are the perfect product to put your mind at
ease and put the joy back into this most joyful of days. Now
you can rest easy knowing that there is protection for your
deck railing with covers that are durable and aesthetically-
pleasing to even the most critical eyes. Now you can live your
life with the happiness that comes from deck railing covers
good enough to keep your home as beautiful as it can be, check
this site out.

Ready to get railing covers that will keep your rainy days
happy, protect your investments, and look good doing it? Click
on the products section of this site to find our VSA handrail
covers and 2×6 deck handrails.

2×6 Deck Handrail

2 X 6 Deck Handrail
A perfect fit with VSA’s 2×6 deck handrail cover.
Handrails are the perfect fixture for any home. They exude
elegance with their sleek exteriors that reject rain and other
elements of nature, handrail exude class with the care that
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only those who know the importance of adding style to any
environment can appreciate. Handrail cover exude practicality
with durable material that can stand the wear and tear of time
and the many parties you are sure to throw.

When guests come to your home, do you want them to be greeted
by the harsh grain of a wooden handrail, or a perfect 2×6
handrail cover that forms a snug barrier between your wood and
their palms?

The functionality of a 2×6 handrail cover will allow you to
get as many as you need to cover as much surface as people can
reach.  By  extending  the  handrail  cover  to  encompass  your
entire deck, you will be able to transform your space into one
that everyone can let loose on.

This way, you will know that even if someone spills some beer
on  your  railing,  even  if  there’s  a  torrential  rain  that
threatens to flood your floor, your handrails will lay easy
and protected with a patented ribbing system that will keep
moisture damage out and structural integrity in.
Products such as VSA Enterprises’ 2×6 deck handrail are made
to endure any climate, any rainfall, all the time. After all,
what works in BC’s coastal rainforest, which is filled with
months upon months of mold-loving weather, can work virtually
anywhere else.
Ready to get a 2×6 deck railing cover that will keep your
rainy days happy, protect your investments, and look good
doing it? Click on the products section of this site to find
our VSA handrail covers and 2×6 deck handrails.
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